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Dedication: 

For the randos, with gratitude. 

 

 

The author also thanks his friends who suggested topics 

for these comics, and who helped promote it online and off. 

Thanks especially to my wife, Dr. Nicole Slipp, and my son Jack. 

 

 

 

 

 

Text and digital alterations Copyright © 2017 Scott Marshall, 

except for the ones that are just quotations from Shakespeare or celebrities. 

This comic is not affiliated with Charles Atlas Ltd., but we admire their longevity. 

This comic is a work of satire. Any resemblance to persons living or dead is unintentional. 

 

First edition. 

ISBN:1546511032   

ISBN-13: 978-1546511038  

 

Read more by Scott Marshall at potzrebie.com. 



 

The Insult  iii 

Sometimes you get an idea that is so weird, you know you just have to run with it. As the end of 2015 approached, I was looking 
forward to a couple of weeks off work and had just finished writing a novel in 30 days, as part of National Novel Writing Month 
("NaNoWriMo"). I was trying to think of new comics projects for 2016; trying in particular to come up with something that I could 
do quickly, since I have always been a much slower artist than writer. I thought it would be nice to do some kind of webcomic 
again; I had done three in the past: two that I wrote and drew, and one where I mashed up Devo lyrics with classic newspaper 
strips plus a drawing of Batman's head. 
 
As I thought about what I could do for a new webcomic, I made a mental list of what I would have to do to make it work: build a 
"cushion" of completed comics that would be ready weeks in advance so that loyal readers wouldn't miss instalments; promote 
the comic online in logical places like reddit's webcomics forum; and set up some banner ads through networks like Project 
Wonderful, which was created by the smart, tall, successful, and funny comics writer Ryan North. "He really had the right idea," I 
mused to myself. "He created a webcomic using the same stock illustrations every day, so all he has to do is write it."  

That comic of course is Dinosaur Comics - still going strong and very popular after a decade, even as North writes a variety of 
other comics for Big Publishers. The more I thought about it, the more I liked the idea of creating a webcomic the same way - one 
that I only had to write, with occasional visual tweaks if the joke demanded it. But I also wanted to do something that was more 
intrinsically related to comics, as I had done with the Devo comic that used newspaper strips. I thought perhaps I could find some 
old corny public domain comic and use it as a launchpad. 

Then I remembered a book I had once called Hey Skinny!: Great Advertisements from the Golden Age of Comic Books, which 
reprinted every corny old ad you've ever seen and a bunch you probably haven't. The king of them all - and the inspiration for the 
book's name - was the ad for the Charles Atlas strength and training system, in which a skinny dork resolves to double his bulk 
with muscle in order to avenge a slight suffered at the beach and win the respect of his girl. The Atlas ad has been satirized 
countless times over the decades in comics, most famously by Grant Morrison and Frank Quitely in their trippy series Flex 
Mentallo. Their decidedly adult, meta envisioning of "Mac" got DC comics sued. 
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Needless to say, I wasn't interested in getting sued too; but I felt it was worth the 
(slight) risk to use the classic Atlas ad's artwork and rewrite the text with each 
installment, transforming "Mac" into something different every time, especially if I 
didn't make a point of ridiculing the Charles Atlas company. I spent a few days of 
my Christmas vacation creating a dozen sample comics, then a tumblr website to 
host them, and voila: The Insult was born on New Year's Day, 2016. I debated how 
often to publish it and decided to start with three times a week, on a Monday/
Wednesday/Friday schedule. I was able to maintain my month-long "cushion" until 
about March - then travel and other commitments started to erode it.  

By the time May rolled around, the cushion was gone, and I was doing the comic on 
the same morning I posted it. I would get up, check a database of topic ideas that I 
maintained, open the master file I kept in Photoshop, write the new comic, and 
export it for the web. This usually took between half an hour and an hour. I solicited 
suggestions from readers - some of them friends, the rest randos on tumblr - and 
got enough of them that I could do a reader-suggested comic every Friday. It was 
difficult sometimes, but my previous experience with theatre helped me realize that 
in many ways it was just another improv exercise: you get a topic, come up with some talking points, and wrap it around a story 
structure. Some installments were funnier than others, depending on my mood and interest in the topic, but overall I was happy 
with it. 

This continued through the summer and into the fall of 2016. As the number of comics climbed, so did the readership, especially 
after the pop culture website Dangerous Minds published an article about it. By October, more people around the world had read 
The Insult than had read all of my other comics combined. But, I was getting kind of bored of it. It was getting harder and harder 
to come up with topics that I wanted to write about. Instead of getting up in the morning three times a week happy to make a 
comic, I was starting to dread or even resent it. So, I took a break at the end of October. NaNoWriMo was coming up again; I 
figured I would do that, then return to the comic, perhaps on a less frequent schedule.  

As I write this, that was over six months ago. The Insult is still online, and I still plan to post some new installments someday, on a 
more relaxed and random schedule; but for now I am working on comics that I write and draw again. The Insult was fun to do, 
relatively low-effort, and gave the readers some much-needed laughs in what turned out to be a year that kicked sand in all of our 
faces. If you'll pardon the strained metaphor, it was a good creative workout for me and helped strengthen the muscles that make 
comics. 

This book collects the original 2016 run of The Insult. Whether you have read it all before or you bought this book because it's an 
idea that is so weird you have to run with it, I hope you enjoy it.  

Scott Marshall 
Halifax, 2017 
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Subject Page  Subject Page  Subject Page 

Accountant 43  Canadian 81  Dungeon Master 42 

Adjunct Professor 93  Candidate 108  Eligible Bachelor 80 

Anglophile 60  Car Salesman 11  Evangelist 2 

Animator 111  Cartoonist 130  Fable 128 

Anti-Stratfordian 52  Chav 28  Falconer 32 

Anti-Vaxxer 23  Chocolatier 47  Fanfic Writer 87 

App Developer 99  Cineaste 127  Fantasy Football Owner 109 

Aristotelian 123  Comic Book Collector 115  Farmer 96 

Astrologer 56  Commenter 26  Film Student 9 

Belieber 12  Conspiracy Theorist 10  Flat Earther 118 

Bond Villain 38  Constitutional Originalist 51  Florist 92 

Bounty Hunter 122  Construction Worker 125  Focus Group 126 

Boy Wizard 73  Craft Beer Lover 66  Freemason 25 

Brogrammer 119  Crime Scene Investigator 104  Game Reviewer 15 

Brony 8  Danish Prince 6  Geologist 116 

Buddhist 69  Drift Racer 41  Ghost Hunter 107 

Alphabetical Index of Insults 
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Subject Page  Subject Page  Subject Page 

God 57  Libertarian 89  Notary Public 70 

Goldbug 49  Live Action Roleplayer 50  NRA Lobbyist 46 

Graduate Student 27  Lovecraftian 112  Numerologist 71 

Graphic Designer 37  Luchador 120  Olympian 100 

Heretic 59  Marathon Runner 62  Opium Addict 78 

Herpetologist 44  Medieval Pilgrim 54  Otaku 36 

High School Athlete 77  Mesomorph 1  Otherkin 17 

Hipster 82  Meteorologist 67  Pacifist 84 

Homeopath 39  Mime 20  Personal Assistant 129 

House Flipper 22  Motivational Speaker 103  Photographer 114 

Improv Performer 98  MRA 3  Playwright 40 

Jazz Bassist 14  Muppet 86  Podcaster 31 

Jedi 90  Mutual Fund Manager 13  Postcolonialist 33 

Juggalo 4  Nascar Driver 68  Postmodernist 65 

Klingon 72  Neo-Liberal 48  Prepper 58 

Knitter 24  Ninja 45  Pro Bowler 30 

Alphabetical Index of Insults 
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Subject Page  Subject Page  Subject Page 

Productivity Guru 63  Statistician 102  Zodiac Killer 110 

Prop Comedian 64  Stripper 79  Zookeeper 101 

Puppeteer 117  Substitute Teacher 29    

Republican Candidate 35  Tabloid Reporter 19    

Rhetorician 113  Telesales Operator 105    

Romance Novelist 16  Terminator 91    

Romance Novelist 74  Test Pilot 88    

Rugby Player 34  Time Lord 61    

Scientologist 5  Tourist 76    

Semiotician 124  Tragically Hip Fan 106    

Shakespearean Actor 95  Truther 85    

Short Order Cook 53  Tudor King 21    

Silent Film Star 121  Vampire 7    

Sitcom Writer 55  Vinyl Collector 97    

Sports Agent 83  Young Earth Creationist 18    

Stage Mother 94  YouTube Star 75    

Alphabetical Index of Insults 
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About the Author 

Scott Marshall had a fan letter published in Marvel’s 

Micronauts comic when he was about thirteen. This led to 

recruitment into the dangerous world of APAs, fanzines, 

comics conventions, and ultimately, making comics 

themselves.  

He has been writing and drawing comics since the early 

1990s, publishing a variety of print titles including Dregs, 

Parabola, Stolen Car (adapting the Rheostatics song), Doing 

the Dishes With Batman, and Flavour Country. He has also 

produced several webcomics, including Entropia, Are We Not 

Batmen?, Time Wounds All Heels, and The Insult. He is 

currently working on a retrospective collection entitled 

Young, Dumb, and Full of Comics. 

To read more of his work (including non-comics projects), 

check out Scott Marshall’s website at potzrebie.com. He is 

also active on Twitter (@scottmarshall), Instagram 

(theworstbuddhist), and Facebook (scottmarshallcomics). 
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